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Stargrow Group
celebrates
milestone
Leading South African fruit business
expands as it celebrates 20 years in
service of industry
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turn these projects around, as extremely

According to Prins the Stargrow Groups

“This is of great benefit to both our South

challenging. “However, we have built up

marketing venture is doing well with

African producers and those in Egypt

the expertise and we are seeing some

business increasing year on year. The

working with us," says Prins. " It also keeps

major successes,” Prins says.

establishment of a marketing company in

our customers in the Middle East happy.”

Egypt is seen as a natural extension of this
In this respect Stargrow has also become
increasingly involved with support for
transformation projects in South Africa by

because it allows Stargrow to extend its
South African export season and supply
customers over a longer period of time.

assisting with emerging farming projects. “It
is exciting to work in this field and we are
definitely going to expand our role there,"
he adds.
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